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Abstract
This study examines the intersection between religion and economic performance through investigating religious ethics and tradition among devout businesswomen. This study also focuses on the issue of spiritual business enterprise. I observed seven Muslim business women as subjects who negotiate a religious and cultural perception of their gendered role in society. During their entrepreneurial journey, Muslim business women transform their conventional company into spiritual-based operations for religious and ethical reason. I undertook nine weeks of fieldwork in urban areas of Jakarta, Purworejo and Yogyakarta. I also conduct life story interview sessions and participatory observation with the seven Muslim business women’s project of business including director, manager, employee, and so—called spiritual division. Significantly, the products that they sell reflect spiritual and moral underpinnings. Moreover, the spiritual design of company plays a role in employee screening, training, and benefit, which all incorporate aspects of Islamic practice. This research demonstrates the strong role of religion namely Islam, as evidenced in the Muslim business women’s narratives, in functioning as a support system that can greatly enhance the economic and life prosperity.
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Introduction
This company’s presence is like a noble duty from Allah to create a product of cloth which can cover people aurat, especially for Muslim. Our duty is not merely making product but essentially generating benefits in it. On account of this mission, suggesting all members to always keep reciting dzikir in every single part of the work is a kind of daily advice, since remembering to God and praying must be the soul of the products that we made (interview with Mrs. Iffah M. Dewi, March 3rd, 2016).
This proclamation was delivered at the end part of a daily religious ritual by the owner of Sogan Batik Company before the official working hours began. It was arranged in the specific room gathering some employees, the men with proper dressing traditional batik uniform, some of them wearing kopyah (skull cap) and the women with covered praying veil and hijab. This agenda starts around 7.30 am every day during one and half hour practicing some religious activities as the daily tradition. For instances, commencing with reading the Holy Quran verses and the translation alternately by each of member in turn, followed by reciting various Islamic prayers and sholawat, and subsequently praying dhuhra together then having a short session religious contemplation are the main daily spiritual practices programmed by the company management. These unusual scenery company activities, in a slight analysis, capture a sense of cultivating spirituality into the individuality and body of company.

The above quote depicts out a short narrative of the meeting point between religion and economic activity through systematic management, principle and tradition. By conducting a fieldwork to seven Muslim business women, my interest is further extended to observe the companies owned by these women that apply a spiritual – based operation. I suggest a concept of “spiritual company” that is defined as a new kind of enterprise designation compared with or counter with the conventional system which utilizes a religious prosperity to reach a level of well – developed and success business. This framework refers to “spiritual economy” conceptualized by Daromir Rudnyckyj (2009) and utilizes an idea of “spiritual labor” (McGuire: 2010) in which the business enterprise institution should invite company members for being involved, engaged and experienced the spiritual atmosphere in a workplace. Prominently, this paper attaches an observation to the existence of Muslim business women who transform their secular managerial factory to the spiritual
company as another form of religious discourse and its connection with economic field.

This paper argues a strong role of religion, in this case of Islam, as a supporting system that could contribute greatly to the economic and life prosperity. Bringing this assumption, I offer another variable of gender, women as subject, as an important framework to come to the stage of dynamic conversation in private and public landscape. In doing so, women affiliation represents an idea of “double” or “multiple” profession in terms of household or family duty as mother or wife and career women as an entrepreneur. By having Indonesian women as subject, Islam as religion, and business as an economic activity, this paper questions on how Muslim business women use religion, Islam, to construct their private and public life and how they implement the religious ethics in their business practice. To elaborate these ideas utilizing some frameworks, firstly I raise up the foregoing reviews on the intersection between religion and business by referring to the initial theory of Max Weber on *the Protestant Ethics and the Spirit of Capitalism* and the additional framework concerning Islam within Islamic context. Next, I examine the position of women in Indonesia through the gender scholar perspective and put a context of spiritual enterprise in conceptualizing Islam and its market. The following aspect is to display the seven business Muslim women narratives in a short biography and their business story. Subsequently, I analyze the construction of religion in the space of economic practice and finally conclude the discussion by suggesting the utility of religion in business exploration and operation as a form of worship and public piety.

**Religion and Business**

Framing religion and economic activity in the landscape of capitalism draws upon Marx Weber’s work on Calvinist of Protestantism.
Weber developed an influential idea of entrepreneurship project driven by the essential ethic of religion called the Protestant Work Ethic (1930). Weber argues that the values of Protestant religious ethics could promote the development of capitalism including the circle of business practice. The Protestant ethic sets out three important characteristics in economic performance: industriousness, asceticism, and wealth (Weber, 1982: p.45). Another important aspect regarding Weber’s idea of engaging religion with economic activity underlines a concept of “God Calling” (1982). This idea inclines a basic value to reach a business progression. In illustration, a man who has a great wealth coming from the result of economic practice could be indicated as a person who is elected by God in the sense of spiritual relationship. Noticeably, the more prosperous man is in economic sector the more he is characterized as an elected person in God level. This illustration demonstrates a function of religion that plays an important role in influencing the economic development.

With regards to a comparative discourse on religion, Weberian thesis collocates such differentiation among the world religions in qualifying the spirit of capitalism related to business practice. In Weber’s assumption, besides Buddhism that has no a strong connection with economic growth (Harvey, p.206), Islam is not also involved in the progress of capitalism due to some historical reasons. Briefly, Islam could not produce a success of capitalism due to the incompatible culture of Islam and the spirit of capitalism. The cultural reasons are linked to warrior ethics, worldly Sufism and patrimonialism. It is in accordance with Bryan S. Turner’s interpretation in testifying a Weber’s argument. “Islamic institutions were incompatible with capitalism because they had been dominated by a long history of patrimonialism.” (p.231), this proclamation underlines a significant framework to take Islam as a religious institution and its intersection with economic performance namely business
practice from the scope of Indonesian Muslim women context to testify the qualification.

As an early theory of religion and capitalism, Weber’s view point produces some debates on scholarly document as the following responses. The dynamic discussion between Islam and capitalism is still going henceforth the accelerating cases either identifying Islam through the lens of historical past or the recent observation. In fact, Weber’s thesis does not account for the generalization of space especially religious institution. A peculiar source declares that Islam has an ultimate lineage of economic motivation based on the prophetic principle. Historically speaking, Prophet Muhammad, a man who got a revelation of Islam and whose profession was a merchant illustrate narrative on Islam that becomes the only major world religion revealed through a businessman (Ahmad, 2004). It confirms the contextual case of Indonesian tradition according to the narratives of “Islam as religion of traders and exalted entrepreneurs” and it is a kind religion of traders, born in a trading city, and spread over the world by the traders, which legitimately advocates the act of entrepreneurship and given a privilege to pay a benefaction from the livelihood (Hoersterey, p.103 - 104). This annotation can be a pragmatic clue for Islam to demonstrate the idea of economic activity. These evidences significantly indicate the identity of Islam which historically cannot be separated from a practice of economy.

**Women Subjectivities**

Exchanging view on women in several discourses is always appealing to look into the dynamic conversation from year to years and place to places. This part is to explore the women role as a subject for economic activity as well as affiliation. There must be an idea of gender framework when we come to a landscape of women through the eyes of feminism movement especially the issue of private and public. The dichotomy of private and public has an implication of patriarchal system, where private is associated
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with women in domestic aspect whilst public is attributed to man in domination. This assumption tends to explore the demarcation of women in public sphere. Therefore, gender role seems to have a specific frame to observe any historical background of social, economic, and political issue in order to get sense of the identity and significance. Importantly, this idea will subsequently contribute to the understanding of women position and their autonomy in economic participation particularly in the local context of Indonesia.

The portrait of women in 21st century gives an idea of promising space for exposing identity and equality of profession. It takes a landmark of globalization and modernity where women have a similar opportunity to gain the public recognition and acceptance. For instance, women's participation actively in education, politic, and economic development call forth various responses from their proposition of patriarchal social system. In line with this context, women in terms of economic participation has something strongly to deal with educational background. When gender meets education, women fits to their status in social expansion. Taking a supporting worldview from Hull (1982) in Nancy Smith’s analysis on the context “Women in Java’s Rural Middle Class: Progress or Regress?” can qualify this assumption.

“Models of economic modernization widely assume that educational expansion is always beneficial to the status of women. Women’s participation in higher education is seen as conducive to smaller family size, participation in family planning, and most generally, a more egalitarian position for women in the family and public life. Education is also linked, Hull observed, to higher rates of female employment, membership in civic organizations, and the expansion of extra familial social participation (Hull, 1982: p.78–79).”
Here, the Javanese women as the exemplary illustration has been dealt with some prominent jobs in public life such as possessing a farm land, operating a small business, and managing a family budget (Smith, 2007: p.393). Indonesian women have dynamic roles in terms of private for household matter and public for career supporting the economic domain of husband’s and those things contribute to the development of prosperity (Sullivan, p.136). These narrations show a globalized condition and represents an empowered woman in public life due to her educational background and experience. In the other word, education could empower women to the higher social recognition and association. What can be highlighted from this context is on the women play on economic activity. That is, the demarcation of women position in the economic practice and operation has no longer impossible. In such argument, the boundary of private and public is properly associated with the context of role and necessity rather than the linkage of man and women division.

Talking about women role in the economic affiliation, it obviously reminds a significant discourse on women agency through subjectivity and performativity. Both key terms have been used comprehensively by Saba Mahmood (2005) to explain about the case of mosque movement participated by Egyptian women to deal with their social dynamic situation and public relation. She illustrates the narrative on Egyptian women who often meet such pressure and problem as a working woman and prevent them to optimize the realization of religious tradition as a pious member. The point from this expression is emphasized at the notion of how these Moslem women struggle and negotiate with the more complicated situation using their agency and subjectivity to demonstrate their sense of piety in religious landscape. Mahmood’s work is beneficially qualified to this context of discussion in terms of women subjectivity specifically in relation with economic activity.
Subjectivity can be conceptualized through a presence of agency. In Mahmood’s explanation, understanding the subjectivity of women in their social circumstance as well as religious tradition could be evaluated from women’s own motivation and reason not from the others locus of concern. She emphasizes at the discourse on understanding women through their nature and scope of agency particularly on how these Moslem women live with the Islamic virtues and traditions to inhabit the structure of patriarchal norms and what kind of resources and religious modes that differentiate them from others (p.168). Contextually speaking, a way to understand the women’s role and agency in their social, religious and cultural context can be potentially available if it comes to see them not from partial evaluation but rather invite them into the agent of conversation. Therefore, to have a definition on public and private for women is something significant to see through their agency and subjectivity as what Mahmood’s suggestion at her text. Whether it is public or private, domestic or business, to evaluate women subjectivity in economic activity from the lens of gender must figure out the framework of essential and pragmatic context of evidence from the actor’s narrative and experience.

**Spiritual Economy for Spiritual Company**

To come up with this point, witnessing the emergence of several factories which transform their company model from a secular or conventional way in Indonesia becoming spiritual or religious create the impression of progressive religious resurgence in a public sphere particularly in a workplace. As a pre – assumption, a landmark of globalization testifies the notion of religious triumph in the context of economic activity. Some concerns on public piety, religious ethics, devotion, service, and business virtues in workplace are the conversation around it. This sub division
captures the present cases in Indonesia which correspond to Daromir Rudnyckyj’s work on spiritual economy in the record of market Islam (2010). His work concerns on the movement of a moderate Islamic spiritual reform in Indonesia occupied at the private companies, state-owned enterprise and government offices. In a sense, the way of Rudnyckyj describing and analyzing the topic within the framework of theoretical approaches from the side of Islamic background, business, and globalization knowledge assist this research in a comparable worldview.

Defining a spiritual company as another model of enterprise designation which exclusively brings religious substances in its operation utilizes a concept of spiritual economy by Rudnyckyj for the comprehensive understanding. “The convergence of religious ethics and business management knowledge illustrate the formation” is the basic term of spiritual economy (2010: p.132). Religious piety and spiritual values are conceptualized as the significant matters which embodied in economical process. According to Rudnyckyj’s classification, there are three interrelated components of spiritual economies: (1) Objectifying spirituality as a site of management and intervention; (2) Reconfiguring work as a form of worship and religious duty; (3) Inculcating ethics of individual accountability that are deemed commensurable with neoliberal norms of transparency, productivity, and rationalization for purposes of profit (2010: p.105). These three elements invokes the company members to be more religious and pious that could determinately influence to their productivity of work.

**Seven Women**

In this section, extract the narratives from seven Muslim business women in terms the dynamic biography of life and entrepreneurship journey would be the important framework to deal with the outcome in analytical
discussion. To begin with my first impression evaluating the respondents’ story of life, I highlight a primary issue of individual transformation exactly in spirituality as well as religiosity caused by some certain historical events and awareness. My argument is that the spiritual transformation experienced by these women in the narratives support their initiation to change the concept of business from the common business enterprise design becoming the Islamic – based operation. In other words, the process of undergoing the business has come to the stage where spiritual journey inspires the respondents’ business model afterward. I call this situation as “born again Muslim women” who have encountered a self – spiritual transformation through agency and ultimate power in order to gain the meaningful life orientation.

Spiritual transformation is always a matter of self-awareness, the interaction between the self and a power (source, agency) beyond the self. Religious experiences are spiritual experiences when they convey ultimate meaning for a person. For religious people, a superhuman power is the ultimate reality in which human beings can overcome their divided self. God is both the source and ultimate destiny of the self to become one’s true self (Hermans, 2013: p.169 - 171)

In reference to this idea, they are Iffah M Dewi (34), Siti Hariani (42), Atika Kurnia Sari (32), Sri Budi Rohani (52), and Restyana Widya Putri (29), the Muslim business women who represent the narrative of spiritual transformation. Based on the result of interview session, most of these women previously did not concern with religious and spiritual activity in their daily life even in the business matter. Even for the personal religious practice, they merely perform as the way it is without such profound concern and devotion. What I record from the clear acquisition is about the sense of non – religious and spiritual attachment either daily life or business practice. In addition, on their career as business women,
the idea of religion which has nothing to do with business progression is obviously confirmed. That is, the notion of secularization seems to become a basic idea for a tenet of religion in business operation. The purpose of business that covers a pragmatic goal such as a profit oriented does not generate any significance when it comes to religious institution in it. In fact, the narrative speaks for any single evidence. The conflicting area and problematic experience become the potential trigger of their transformation.

My company applies a western working concept for some years of execution, in which the business orientation is all about getting a great profit, high demand, and large market. By the time, there were some unpredicted accidents happened in out of our control. Many problems raised up and everything was often obstructed. We got so many bad lucks. Even though this company has achieved many successes but happiness is not inside of me (interview with Atika Kurnia Sari, February 1st, 2016).

This statement was conveyed by Atika in one of her confessions at the time where a spirituality is out of her concern during the business journey. To give a short review, those critical conditions historically lead her to figure out a peculiar solution and rethink a component that she has not inserted yet in the body of company which is a spirituality. Beside this background, the presence of spiritual teacher or guru who guides her in initiating the action might be the important narrative as well. Alike Hariani, Iffah, Sri and Restyana who have almost the same experience as Atika in encountering their spiritual spot of context such as an emptiness of success, a family trouble, an absence of happiness as well as an apprehensive about future that tend to be the core of reason. Afterward, the dependent sense to religion turns to be a primary concern. By the process, their daily life has changed totally to the Islamic – based tradition in terms of religious practice, communication and life style by fulfilling
the Islamic order and applying the Islamic teaching in their family culture and business nature.

The division subsequently transmits the other narratives on two respondents, Diajeng Lestari (30) and Nur Arifah (27) who identify themselves with the kind of symbolic representations. Diajeng with her initiation of being nationalist at the same time Islamist and Nur with her status of being *hafidzah* and the life time of *pesantren* student are strongly remarkable in their personal branding and character. Aside from the five women in the previous discussion, these Muslim women have a appealing story on their personal life and how they finally initiate their business enterprise through the self – representations. In fact, these two women have affiliated to Islamic tradition and education since their childhood through the family background and religious institution. Hence, it can be evaluated that they do not experience such kind of religious and spiritual transformation. In the other words, these respondents historically have attached to Islamic environment since the beginning of their journey of entrepreneurship and daily life.

Furthermore, I elaborate two important narratives displaying these seven Muslim business women narratives on religious affiliation that are “born again Muslim women” and the “deep – rooted Islamic tradition” according to the evidences. The classification influences to the standing point where their business designation is centralized either secular or religious reference. Here, the narrative of Diajeng with her company HijUp.com and Nur with Neana brand business perpetuate in Islamic nuance since the earlier establishment which is conversely different from the five other respondents.

In addition, between private and public, these two different spaces are always stated at the very critical distinction, however, the demarcation is not often clear. Through the understanding, the seven Muslim business
women have set up their private and public matter in such kind of negotiation. I frame this context into religious, social and cultural reference. Living in the area of Islamic family and Indonesian environment does not prevent them to exist in both private and public sphere actively. The term of self and women – empowerment is highly respected in this context. To them, by being women entrepreneur as a public career contextually support their agency to deal with private aspect as an autonomy especially in terms of household matter. For instance, the management of quality time for family tends to be facilitated through a fair negotiation.

Becoming an entrepreneur precisely give me so much time for family. We can manage and enjoy every quality time we want. Even though I am busy, my children are still able to see me at home. If I should go for two or three days for business agenda, what I need is only telling them in a discussion. It is important (interview with Siti Hariani, February 22nd 2016).

The choice of being entrepreneur as a career might be one of the reasons to deliberately control their private organization in family circumstance. In the opinion of responsibilities to fulfill the duty of being wife for their husband, mother for their children and business person for their company, they carry them out effectively. As a result, negotiation seems to be an important key behavior for the Muslim business women’s subjectivity to deal with their area of private and public as a fair communication and solution.

**Islamic Ethics and Business Activity**

Religion could shape human’s tradition and culture (Bauman et al, 2011: p.14). This statement might become a starting point to begin with the discourse of understanding the construction of religion in the Moslem business women’s story of economic activity. Pragmatically, religion
obtains a significant role and position in most people’s coexistence to its instrumental provisions. Based on the findings, I evaluate some explorations and centrality of religion in the Muslim business women’s business project which can be justified from some characteristics:

(1) a philosophical meaning of official business names, (2) a company model in terms of principle, management, and tradition within employment and (3) product launch, design and selection. Through this classification, I apply a term of spiritual company and use a concept of spiritual labor suggested by Tammy McGuire to understand how religion is being implemented in the process of working in the business enterprise tradition. The actualization of spiritual company and spiritual labor incorporates Islamic source of teaching and practice as the basic inspiration, guidance and reference.

In analysis, the first characteristic in the construction of religion is begun with naming the official business which represents an Islamic nuance within the body of company. In a philosophical brand of meaning, HijUp owned by Diajeng Lestari is inspired by the word of Hijab. It demonstrates a symbolic facet of Moslem women attribute then it is followed by “Up” as like in the phrases of dress up and make up. The interpretation behind creating this brand is about the meaning of Hijab in a contextual way, in which, Moslem women do not limit themselves to produce their masterpiece of Islamic design on fashion, they could be acknowledged widely in the public area by such kind of acceptance and appreciation. The most importantly, both the designers and customers enable to perform their fashion look of style beautifully following the modern trend but still apply the guidance of shari‘i. Diajeng also adds a substantial intention regarding her business project in terms of Islamic mission through the fashion industry to empower Muslim women with their skill and creativity.
The Muslim fashion industry is not a regular business. We contribute to spread the positive image of Islamic world. It is an evidence that Allah loves beauty. The impact of this project, we shared Islamic values, not just latent function but also manifest content. We empower each other and seek Allah’s mercy (interview with Diajeng Lestari, March 31st 2016).

Further explanation on the company principle can be seen from Sogan Batik Company owned by Iffah M Dewi. She conceptualizes her business project with a basic ethic of *Batik Berdzikir*. According to her narration, the point of this ethic is about the real ownership of the company, meaning Allah in reference and the members are just merely the operator. Since her product is a Muslim fashion clothing made in batik pattern, all the inspirations regarding the philosophy of cloth meaning and design are inspired by Islamic history and figure. In the other words, she utilizes a variety of Islamic terms and histories to design the model and to name the cloth collection. Inserting *Batik Berdzikir* as the important philosophy of this company expects something beyond the execution namely all the process productions starting from designing cloth, sewing, packaging until the shipment to customer, all members must invite Allah with *Dzikir* in terms of remembrance and personal requirement. Importantly, she generates this principle into the company ritual and tradition among the employees. This context confirms to what Daromir Rudnykyj has conceptualized on spiritual economy (2010) in reverse the notion of “Objectifying spirituality as a site of management and intervention”.

Working is worshipping. This idea implies a centrality of religion in the form of spiritual company tradition. Hariani with her company, Waroeng Steak and Shake, has deeply rooted at this idea of working as a manifestation to worship God, Allah SWT. In another word, the orientation of undergoing business is not only about a financial target as
such salary or profit but it attaches an intention of akhirat or hereafter. To work is essentially also included in the way to fulfill the religious duty. The tradition of five compulsory prayers in jamaah and to memorize certain verses of Al Quran are the examples of implementing Islamic practice in the ritual of company. This documents significantly confirms the second component of spiritual economy by Rudnykyj that is “Reconfiguring work as a form of worship and religious duty” (2010). The narrative also shows a concept of where those who can fulfill the company's goal in religious ritual will be awarded to go pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina. This kind of promising reward encourages the members of company to be actively involved in cultivating the religious ethics and tradition into their daily working activity. Evidently, these kinds of traditions interpret the essential meaning of spiritual labor which manifested in members’ enrichment of spiritual worldview and practice. Moreover, Waroeng Group declares an outstanding principle regarding a device to monitor the members’ process of working beyond the technological tool which is Allah as the ultimate CCTV. This aspect points out a facet of God's involvement in the working process that is obviously directs to the religion as the center of direction.

Alike Neana Company owned by Nur Arifah, she conceptualizes its tradition as like in Pesantren especially the daily business ritual. For instance, before start working, there is one session of Pengajian Kitab Kuning (traditional religious study) for the employees which take some topics on the classical Islamic book concerning women discussion. Then, it is followed by the session of reading Al Quran regularly from each member, reciting sholawat and Islamic prayers together. Interestingly, this company has a certain ritual of religious practice referring to the production process. As an example, when this company will launch a new product started by designing the new model, fabric, and aspect related to the preparation, the owner and members of company practice hajat prayer. Another
surprising ritual as the simple instance is when the product pictures will be uploaded to website or posted to social media account, the members are instructed to get use to pray. In this evaluation, the company creates a spiritual tradition even for trifling or small matter. Briefly, every single commencement of work, praying is an obligatory action. To precede Allah before anything is its strong ethic of principle. The implementation of spiritual company is inherently attached to every corner of the business operation such as the qualification, production, selection, etc. According to Nur’s expression, everything goes well because of Allah in hands and God is the medium among the members, the company, and the market. In another word, it can be analogized as if Allah will, everything will be real.

The reason of people purchasing my product is because of Allah. He moves people hearth to buy and make my clothing sold out significantly. Hence, I and the members of company always try to approach the people’s hearth owner, Allah, before touching the customer spot. I believe, whatever the product is, how expensive the price is, people will buy if Allah will. When we run for the door of Allah, He will open greatly to us. Therefore, I depend anything to Allah even for the small things (interview with Nur Arifah, February 18th 2016).

Framing business from Islamic perspective, a product becomes one of the important things in concern, moreover when it comes to the aspect of food as a culinary business sector. As an ethical reason, halal (lawful) and toyyib (wellness) are the standardization to fit to Islamic values. The construction of religion in this context can be analyzed from the narrative of Restyana Widya Putri who owns a cake bakery business. A product substance selection is the main crucial thing she dealt with particularly in terms of composition and the tool of production. By applying the spiritual company model, she assures convincingly that every single process of her cake production is accordance with Islamic standard and it does not contain something prohibited by Islam. Responding to
this context, Restyana confidently says, “Kuki Bakery should become the first cake bakery company which applies an Islamic process of business and production. I challenge myself to succeed this mission because of seeing most of the presence cake companies in this country are dominated by the non-Moslem enterprises which obviously have no consideration and care about the ethics of Halal and Toyyib” (interview with Restiana Widya Putri, March 8th 2016).

Referring to another narrative comes from Sri Budi Rohani. She brands her company as the best sharia retail in the world which consists of six principles – based Islam: (1) $shar'i$, (2) add values, (3) team work and high performance, (4) responsibility, (5) integrity and commitment, and (5) abundance and grateful. In the execution, Mina Store prioritizes the business orientation which embraces a motivation of worship to God. Qualification and selection for the membership association (i.e. Islam in identity and wearing headscarf or veil for women) and product including the cooperation with the suppliers are strictly evaluated. As an example, after applying the spiritual company, this store did not sell a product of cigarette and condom anymore whereas these two kinds of product have a higher margin in profit compared to the other items. This decision is based on the company principle that brings a religious reason.

We change the product of cigarette because there is an issue of pro and contra of its presence. The product of condom as well, we finally know that this product is misused by non-married couple. Even though these products have a great accumulation in profit while we know that Islam prohibits them. We challenge our company to stop selling them and replace by other the other products such as cloth and food. In fact, we got a surprised feedback from this execution gratefully (interview with Sri Budi Rohani, March 9th 2016).
The great transformation leads this company to expand the business scope which becomes Mina Group under twelve branches spreading in Yogyakarta regency. Rohani expresses the highest motivation for the next actualization of business which is about an act of devotion toward religion and it has nothing totally to do with a material matter. Because materiality comes after the sense of spiritual well-being and piety, she confidently convinces the outcome of this belief afterwards.

In elaboration, the Muslim business women’s narratives in spiritual transformation construct religion, in this case Islam including the ethics and principle, as a significant bridge to deal with their economic project and execution. The ways they implement these ideas impressively centralize to every single area of business organization: principle, management, product and tradition in the workplace by inviting all members in company without exceptional classification. Briefly, Islam has embedded inherently within the very small piece matter of business operation and practice and it represents two orientations as the principle and execution: they are a profit enrichment and eternal achievement.

**Conclusion**

This paper proves a contextually evident of Indonesian Muslim women subjectivity as the frame of reference in establishing the situation where prosperity and development are supposed to be the male-dominated profession in terms of livelihood and financial matter. The foregoing arguments on Indonesian context exactly the Javanese women have testified the present narratives that display a strong agency of Muslim women within their private and public matter with the so-called “multiple” role in controlling family in household and company in business enterprise. The story of spiritual transformation in most of their life journey depict a representation of spiritual seeker that consequently
leads them to the individual awareness toward the ultimate concern.

This research additionally reveals the role of religion and women participation in economic business performance through narratives and experiences. By examining the dynamic exploration of Islamic source and tradition in the way how business project is designed, operated and managed, it demonstrates a utility of religion namely Islam as a supporting system to the benefit earning and employment training for the enrichment of whole objectives of enterprise. As a result, the seven Muslim business women significantly transform the ideal mindset of conventional business, in which profit and materialistic orientation as set the top of target, into the religious objective goals namely ultimate situation in eternity as the process of religious construction. In this case, spiritual company and spiritual labor are the manifestation to interpret a working business as another form of worship to God with the different designation and implementation. Meanwhile, performing the religious and Islamic ethics with the collective members in business environment as a company tradition indicate an issue of public piety through cultivating spirituality within the everyday activity as a part of the company order which is in line with Islamic provisions.
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